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STOWELINK AT A GLANCE 

Stowelink is a social enterprise, run by the youth who are focused, yearning to 

create impact through the several projects it had conducted in the past 3 years 

since its inception. The social enterprise, registered as a company in 2019 is 

divided into three divisions namely Health, Disruptive entrepreneurship and 

TechHub divisions. Out of the three, health division is the major action point as the 

Organization is committed to addressing Non-Communicable Diseases which is 

gaining traction and momentum each and every day.  

Being in cognizance of the risk factors of NCDs, Stowelink has initiated projects 

that always address the risk factors. Successful projects such Save a Life Save a 

World, Myheartke and Project Alpha are what Stowelink takes pride on for 

contributing to the global problems. What is more, in the bid to expand the reach 

and replicate the impact, Stowelink, yet for another time, initiated a project 

dubbed, “The Drug Free Youth.” Having realized that the International Obligation 

to Universal Health Care cannot be achieved with a generation that is 

sensationally lost in Drug Abuse, Stowelink decided, in its own volition to conduct 

the project, hoping that through it, many youths can be saved from the pangs of 

drug indulgence. As such, Stowelink, is proud to present to you the report of the 

first phase of the project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUMMARY 

The Drug Free Youth was started in January 2019 and is a six months’ project 

divided into two Phases. Phase one of the Project ended in April with incredible 

success and challenges. The Project was conducted by Project team from 

Stowelink including Ayallo Harizon, Ogweno Stephen, Oduor Kevin, Feddy Collins, 

Nayla Chebet, Noel Museshi Murunga, Owinyo Victor and Victor Kariuki. The 

project involved Primary and High school visits with the critical information on the 

Drugs. To make the project impactful, the project team greatly avoided 

classroom-like teaching which is monotonous and engaged the target group 

through an approach that would make them be free to talk about Drug abuse. 

Several Schools in Githurai and Kibera were visited with the first school being the 

Pedro Educational Center in the precincts of Zimmerman. Above 15000 students 

were reached with the message on Drug and Substance Abuse. Apart from the 

School visits, Stowelink organized a Drug Free Youth Poetry contest in a bid to spur 

the spread of the message on drug and substance abuse. In total, 359,153 people 

were reached with the information directly and indirectly. In order to bolster the 

effort, NACADA (Drug control Agency) partnered with Stowelink and provided 

invaluable support through the promotional materials. This made the project even 

more impactful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Message from CEO- Ogweno Stephen 

One of the biggest indicators of achieving the Universal Health Coverage will be 

eradicating NCDS by all Means. It is virtually known by many than Tobacco and 

Alcohol are the major risk factors of NCDs that the current youth are grappling 

with. The drug free youth was set on the sun, not only showing young people the 

effects of drug and substances abuse but also putting it in the context of Non 

Communicable Diseases, showing the synergy between drugs and NCDs. It is 

against this background that we have implemented the first phase of the Drug 

Free youth Project, engaging the youth while ensuring they get the requisite 

Knowledge on Drugs. To this end, we have made strides as Stowelink to 

contextualize and make this information relevant to the youth and in the long run, 

deliver them from the pangs of Drug and Substances Abuse. 

 

 

 

 

Message from the Project Lead- ODUOR KEVIN 

There is no better way to serve in humanity, than to initiate a project that is 

absolutely impactful to the human race itself. When the Drug free youth was 

finally drafted, hopes remained high that the first Phase would be successful, 

successful in the sense that the impact it would create could be authentic and 

verifiable. In any case, the success has been realized and this remains the pride 

of the Project team and Stowelink at large. In the same manner, even as there still 

remain another phase, it is predictable that it will even be as impactful as this one. 

Stowelink still opens its arms wide for partnership, appealing to the organization 

that are already established to join us in the race towards reducing drug abuse 

in the Country. To achieve Universal Health Coverage which is the talk in  town 

drug abuse campaign must be strengthened and offered a concerted effort. 

 



PROJECT STRUCTURE 

The Project was slated to begin on January and run up to April in phase 1. 

Basically, phase one only involved Primary and High school visits with the main 

target group being from age 13 teen and above. As such, mainly class 7 and 8 

were incorporated in the project as they form the target audience. High school 

visits incorporated all the forms as all of them were apparently within the age 

bracket desired in this project. In the last phase, the project shall target colleges 

and Universities. 

 

 

 

PARTNERS 

Stowelink embraces partnership to achieve high level objectives. However, the 

call for partnerships have not been responded to well by many organizations that 

the Stowelink has solicited help. Nonetheless, it was a sigh of relief when Stowelink 

got into partnership with one of the Kenya’s leading agencies- NACADA. 

NACADA is an agency that mainly regulated the use of drugs and substances in 

Kenya. In this partnership, NACADA offered the IEC materials (Promotional 

Materials) which were essentially integral and helpful in the projects. Books and 

chats with message on drug abuse were major deliverables in the Drug Free Youth 

project. The Project team and Stowelink at larger, forever remains indebted to the 

agency for bolstering the efforts.  

 

 

 

 

 



SCHOOLS VISITED 

1. Pedro Educational Center 

This was the very first School that was visited after the launch of the Project. Pedro 

Educational Center is found in Zimmerman Estate in the precincts of Githurai. 

Class 7 and 8 were majorly engaged in interesting sessions that made them to be 

so open to share every detail of their encounter with drugs. The discussions around 

the effect of Drug abuse left them promising to shun any involvement in the drugs. 

They confessed that they cannot achieve their dreams if they were to engage in 

drugs. The participants became our Drug free youth Ambassadors as they would 

take the message about drug free youth home 

 

2. Our Lady of Mercy Academy 

Due to the overwhelming population in this school, the project participants, were 

divided into two groups for effective delivery of the intended message about 

Drug and Substances abuse. Likewise, to the First School, the participants were 

also taken through the same module to ensure that the messages are matching. 

The Visit ended with presentation of the promotional materials to the schools. 

These materials are lasting reference for the School. 

 

3. Shining Star Academy. 

Shining Star Academy became our next school visit. Just like the other schools, 

shining star was also engaged in fruitful discussion around the effects of Drug 

abuse. To this end, we realized that drug abuse was rampant in Githurai through 

our feedback mechanism. This therefore informs our next course of action as far 

drug abuse is concerned.  

 

 

 



4. New Hope Academy. 

The visit to New Hope Academy was eventful. The pupils were thrilled to have us 

in their midst and openly participated in the activities for the day. More than 100 

pupils were reached with the message on Drug and substance abuse. In the end, 

they were tested with some simple question to gauge their understanding and 

uptake of the messages. 

 

5. Olympic High School. 

Olympic was the First High School we visited in this phase. Due to bureaucracies, 

It wasn’t as possible as we projected, to visit many high schools which we majorly 

targeted. None the less, the 400+ students we could reach with the message on 

Drugs became our ambassador in the quest to bring down the prevalence of 

drug abused in Kibera and its Environs. To ensure that the attention was capture, 

the visit was made fun as we involve art (poetry and Spoken words). The poets 

ensured that they captured the intended message in their artistic pieces. To this 

end, we rested assured that we delivered the message and impacted on the 

audience positively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE DRUG FREE YOUTH POETRY CONTEST 

 In the bid to expand the reach and replicate the impact, the Project team 

hosted a poetry contest that attracted poets from far and wide. The poetic 

Messages were crafted to capture the project theme and include a call for 

action to the audience to abscond Drug abuse and totally distance themselves 

from the things that can make them fall victims of drug abuse. The Contenders 

were therefore voted online and the winner awarded. This contest was amazing 

as it had the most impact. A totals of 359,153 people were reached. This was 

wonderful. 

 

CHALLENGES DURING THE PROJECT 

It would be an absolute lie to submit that the project ran smooth without any 

hiccup. Although the project team was generally psyched up for the Project, the 

project was somewhat demanding as it involved a lot of activities. Some schools 

could not welcome us for the project. They could lay down stringent procedures 

that had to be followed in order to be waved to carry on with the project.  

Similarly, the project did not receive the much concerted partnership it wished. 

The funds to run the project were totally limited. The project team was however 

determined and were not obscured by the lack of the required resources. For 

long and for short, the project team were able to deal with challenges in their 

own way. Better still, the project is hoping upon hope, that it will receive the 

support is soliciting. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

On the losing end, the Project team thankful for the support it received from 

various people who played any role in this project. It is the hope of the project 

team that such invaluable support will continue as the project progresses.  



PICTORIALS 

1. Pedro Educational Center 

  



2. Our Lady of Mercy Academy 

  



3. Shining Star Academy. 

  

 



4. Olympic High School. 

 

 



 

Stowelink 

Transforming and empowering lives 

The Drug Free Youth 

We Are the Drug Free Youth. 

 


